
Picture 2: Due to its construction from polyester monofilaments with 

interwoven metal fibers on the back of the belt, CONDUCTO®7690 

facilitates up to ten times greater dissipation of electrostatic charges in 

spunbond nonwoven forming applications.

Picture 1: Thanks to the special topography of its belt surface, the new 

CONDUCTIVE 2215 process belt fabric from GKD guarantees precise 

deposit without fiber entanglement or fiber loss during nonwoven 

forming with airlay and meltblown processes.
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New fabric types and further developments being showcased at the INDEX fair

Picture 4: In double-belt ovens, the glass hybrid fabric belts with full 

anti-stick coating from GKD contribute to a significant increase in 

production speeds and cost-effectiveness.

Picture 3: The field-proven spiral belts, which are manufactured in-

house at GKD, employ a customer-specific design and guarantee 

reliable converting processes.
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Picture 6: GKD uses its comprehensive engineering and process 

expertise to develop product-specific and system-specific belt designs.
Picture 5: Filter media produced from GKD metal fabric set new 

standards in central filters, spinning beams, and blower screens used 

for polymer filtration.
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